
Peanut Jig: This highly
imitative jig is ideal when
Albies are feeding on peanut
bunker and small herring.
Retrieve at a medium-fast
speed, using short pauses to
allow the jig to flutter.

PEANUT JIG

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

I wish I kept a log of the methods used for each albie I have
caught over the years. I suspect that a shocking percentage
of fish I have caught have been on a blind cast. If you
believe that tuna are spooked by boat traffic, it makes
sense. Seeing that you are in an area with bait and feeding
tuna, you are already 75 percent of the way to success.

HOGY ALBIE & BONITO PLAYBOOK

BOAT BLIND CASTING APPROACH
Half of the effectiveness of blind casting comes from just sitting quietly and
waiting and studying what you can see above water. You are looking for
circling birds – especially shearwaters – nervous water from bait that is not
comfortable, wakes from cruising tuna and even rip lines that might pen bait
in a certain area making them an easy target that would draw tuna in. I’ll stop
for good bait marks on the finder, birds circling, funky water that might be
nervous bait or water that might be a disturbance from moving fish. You
might notice a general direction the fish are following, If so, you can start to
follow in that direction, too. Meanwhile, everyone on board should be beating
the water to a froth. One angler should be casting a large top-water slider to
create some commotion as the plug lands while other anglers should focus on
sub-surface retrieves until you crack the code. 

Hogy Epoxy Jig Lure®: Best
used in calm water, slack tide
and scattered fish. Skip the
lure across the surface to call
in scattered fish.

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Weighted Softbaits: Great
imitator of small baits such
as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action.

The slow approach is the ideal way to target albie and is
usually associated with good fishing where there are
numerous schools and plenty for everyone. 

Keep it slow and easy. No need for hard running. Idling up to a school at 10
knots or less is ideal. There is no need to hurry in this situation as there
are plenty of scattered feeds and they are popping up and down. If you go
slow and happy, you might not even get to the school before seeing fish.
The main goal is to be slow and deliberate to keep from spooking fish as
you close in on the distance.

BLIND CASTING
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3 BEST BETS
BLIND CASTING

HOGY EPOXY JIG LURE®

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

WALK AND GUN

3 BEST BETS
WALK AND GUN

WALK AND GUN APPROACH
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HOGY EPOXY JIG LURE®

Heavy Minnow Jig: Offering
long range casting in windy
conditions. Utilize a medium
fast retrieve speed with rod
tip up for a surface skipping
action.

HOGY HEAVY MINNOW JIG

GEAR GUIDE

Approach slowly when a nearby school pops up. This is a great approach
when there are a number of fish breaking in a wide area.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

Blind cast and believe!3

Hogy Epoxy Jig Lure®: A top
choice for imitating small
forage. Experiment using
one of our three
recommended retrieves near
the surface.



St. Croix Extreme XIS70MHF 7′ M: This rod is a rocket and as I
mentioned above, does really well with lures from 3/8 to 1.25oz.
This rod is a blast on Albies. Not much else to say about this rod as
an albie machine.
Length: 7’
Action: Fast
Power: Medium
Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
Lure Sizes: 3/8oz to 1oz
Typical Line: 15lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 15lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Shimano TZSW-70MH 7′: Sometimes you just get outgunned by
the strong SW in September and you need heavier lures, maybe a
2oz Heavy Minnow. If I need to go with big lures (on albie scale)
this is the rod. Mainly because I have it in my arsenal, but it does
the trick.
Length: 7’
Action: Fast
Power: Medium/Heavy
Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
Lure Sizes: 1/2oz to 2oz
Typical Line: 20lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 20lb Fluorocarbon Leader

To many people, running and gunning is the name of the
game but it is highly disruptive to both Albies and baitfish
due to loud hull noise, engines screaming and changing
RPM's with boats running through schools. Unfortunately,
this happens way too often, even when there are plenty of
fish. Resist the temptation to charge around if unnecessary.

RUN AND GUN APPROACH
Once you have identified good fish to come up on, be very mindful on how you
are doing so. Long hang time: 10 seconds a good rule of thumb. You can make it
pretty far in 10 seconds. Play it cool: Charge to close the distance but back off
the throttle 100 yards out from the fish. I expect anglers to start casting when
fish are about 50-60 yards out. Upwind: Ideally you are approaching the school
upwind and are able to get ahead of the fish. Upwind will allow you to make
longer casts, which will allow you to stay further away from the school,
spooking them less. Go around: Take the time to power around to the outside
and lead the school from the front. You will spook the fish if you troll or motor
across the front or through the school. Golden Rule: Etiquette is always
important if you believe in the golden rule but even if you are a true narcissist,
you are still better off keeping it classy as too much boat noise will kill the
fishing.

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Sand Eel Jigs: Great imitator
of small sand eels. Long
range casting metal perfect
for reaching fast moving
schools. Use a fast retrieve
along the surface.

Paying attention to your retrieves becomes key in landing
false albies. There are three retrieval techniques that
should be considered when targeting finicky albacore. 

RUN AND GUN

3 BEST BETS
RUN AND GUN

HOGY EPOXY JIG LURE®

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

SAND EEL JIG

3 RETRIEVES FOR ALBIES

A

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

WATCH VIDEO

Skippy Retrieve: Reel “reel”-y fast on topwater so
the baits are skipping across the surface

B Slow Retrieve: reel slow through the school to create
a wobble-like presentation and slowly work your
way through the school your targeting

C Tip Down Twitch Retrieve: Sink your baits under the
school and with the tip in the water, burning it
super-fast through the school.

CASTING OUTFITS

1
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Hogy Epoxy Jig Lure®: A top
choice for imitating small
forage. Experiment using
one of our three
recommended retrieves near
the surface.



Braided Line: Ability to cast long distances with accuracy is essential
and the use of braid is a no brainer. I will often use my lighter striper
outfits for Albies (if that’s what’s handy) that are loaded with 30lb
test braid, which “does the trick.” That said, I find the extra distance
associated with 20lb braid is well worth the cost and effort to ready
for albie season.

Leader Material: Bonito and Albies have keen eyesight. IMO,
Fluorocarbon leaders will outperform mono by 30%. Wire leaders will
easily reduce your lure’s effectiveness by 85%.

Leader Size: The lighter the better. You can expect to catch fish with
30lb flouro leaders, more with 20lb test and the most with 15lb test. 

Leader Length: The simple answer is the longer the better. A good
baseline is 36” but I will often go to 48”, especially with 15lb or 12lb
test leaders that have minimal casting interference.

Terminal Connection: My rig is hardware free. I go from braid to
fluoro with a uni to uni knot and connect my lure with a loop knot. 

PROS: Light refracts through the clear coat similarly to that of a
live baitfishs’ scales and coating. The epoxy is lighter than metal
so it can be fished very slowly with a subsurface walk-the-dog
action. 
CONS: They are pricey and hard to find. Often referred to as the
best albie lures ever!)
WHEN TO USE: Scattered fish. Best way to catch scattered bonito
and albies is to blind cast. In this situation, I always say bigger is
better, as the bigger the lure, the easier it is to see. 

MUST HAVE LURES TERMINAL GEAR FOR ALBIES

HOGY METALS

Hogy Metals: 
"Versatile Imitators"

HOGY SLIDER

The Hogy Slider: 
"The Swimmer"

HOGY SLOWTAIL

Pre-Rigged Softbaits
"The Soft Touch"

HOGY EPOXY JIG

The Hogy Epoxy Jig®: 
"The Multi-Purpose 

Long Ranger"

TIPS ON ALBIE ETIQUETTE

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

PROS: Metal lures are readily available, durable and easy to cast.
CONS: Metal Jigs must be fished very fast or they will sink out of
the strike zone. Metals are also limited by their finish; either
chrome plated or painted colors.
WHEN TO USE: Windy conditions. Need for extra long casts if fish
are hard to get to.

Heavy Minnows: Heavy weight relative to its size allows for superior
casting range. HMs have a thicker profile that imitates both small
anchovies and small butterfish. It is also good for vertical jigging for
scup and sea bass under albies.  Best For: Windy Conditions, Long
Range Casting
Sand Eel Jigs: Top Imitator for sand eels. Very good casting range.
Longer, more slender profile allows the jig to ride higher than the
Heavy Minnow at slow speeds.  BEST FOR: Windy Conditions, Long
Range Casting, Shore and Boat Fishing
Peanut Bunker Jigs: Top Imitator for peanut bunker. Flat design
allows for built in action and a slower reterive.  BEST FOR: Windy
Conditions, Long Range Casting, Shore and Boat Fishing

PROS: Larger plugs, like the 5" Hogy Slider offer increased
visibility and great casting distance in windy conditions.
CONS: May be too large when fish are keyed in on smaller baitfish.
WHEN TO USE: Scattered fish. Best way to catch scattered bonito
and albies is to blind cast. In this situation, I always say bigger is
better, as the bigger the lure, the easier it is to see. 

PROS: Softbaits have a natural quiver that looks extremely lifelike. 
CONS: Limited casting range.
WHEN TO USE: Flat calm water.

7” Hogy Original: This classic albie killer from Hogy is the most
popular in amber. Fish with your tip in the water to achieve the highest
reel retrieve possible. The bait will burn just a few inches under the
surface when rigged with a swimbait hook. 
3.5” and 4.25” Slowtail: Great Search bait. Fish slowly around the
perimeter of a finnicky school of Albies. 
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Do Respect Common Decency: Common decency on roads and sidewalks applies to
the water. You wouldn’t cut someone off on the street or at your kid’s soccer game,
you shouldn’t do that on the water.
Do Keep Calm: Frenzied angling will lead to bad knots, closed bail casts –and-
worst of all, bad boating manners which will mess the fishing for everyone. It’s
just fishing! Have fun. Relax.
Don’t be a Spooker: Running and gunning and charging into fish works for a short
while but eventually spooks the fish. In my experience, random changes in RPMs
disturbs BOTH  albies and bait fish. 
Don’t Be a Cutter: Do not position your boat between another boat and three cast
lengths to a school. The other boat may be slowly (and properly) leading a school.
Don’t Be a Gunner: Never drive your boat into the actual school. Slow down to idle
speed when within 3 cast lengths away. If you lead the school properly, and
approach up wind, you can idle up slowly without spooking the school.
Do be an Idler: Approach the school slowly at constant RPMs. Best way to do this is
to approach a school at quicker speeds from afar, get in front of it, and proceed
more slowly as the school draws closer to your mark. Idlers catch more fish than
gunners.
Do be a Drifter: When there are loads of fish and loads of boats, everyone is a
winner if we all make long drifts with the engines off. The albies will stay
interested longer. Study fish movements for patterned reoccurring runs. Get the
gist of the school, go up-wind or up-tide, kill the engine and drift. Don’t forget to
blind cast. 
Do go with the Flow: When in doubt, go with the flow. Yes, everyone has the same
right to the ocean, but if a group of boats finds a natural rhythm that is working for
everyone, please don’t deviate. For example, if everyone is drifting, don’t anchor
or vice versa. If everyone is being a bully, just follow rule number one, and post
videos of bad etiquette on Salty Cape.
Do Share: If you have the opportunity to approach a school of fish with your
spinning rod while another boat is approaching the same school with fly roads, it’s
classy to let the fly guy get a head start. He or she has 1/3 the range of a spinning
rod. 
 But Watch your Back Cast: Fly guys take up a big footprint. Just because fly anglers
have diminished range, it doesn’t mean you don’t have any responsibly for your
actions. Please mind your back cast, and understand the value of knowing when to
hold them and when to fold them on a school.

https://saltycape.com/albie-etiquette/


The quintessential Albie
casting jig. Hogy Epoxy Jigs®
offer incredible versatility,
excelling in a variety of
applications. These ultra
imitative surface swimming
jigs are ideal imitators of
Anchovy, Silversides, Glass
Minnows and Peanut Bunker.
A balanced weight/size ratio
allows the Epoxy Jig to be
fished at a variety of speeds
and retrieve styles. Pro Tip:
Drop down to ultra light
fluorocarbon leader when
Albies are super finicky.

Superior Long Range Casting. Oversized Swimming Action. Calm Water Sofbaits.Ultra-Imitative Jig. 

The Hogy Metal Series is our
go-to when tiny forage is
abundant. Featuring long
range metals as small as 1”
long. It’s easy to imitate even
the smallest of anchovy, sand
eel and rain bait. We
recommend downsizing tackle
appropriately. Dropping down
to long 10-12lb fluorocarbon
leaders and utilizing long casts
can crack the code. The jigs
can be fished with a stop and
drop retrieve at medium to
medium-fast speeds. Short
rod tip twitches imitate
wounded baitfish.

Improving upon our classic
low and slow retrieve using the
7inch Original Amber Eel. The
new Charter Grade Sliders
offer incredible durability for
all day casting. Simply run a
fan casting search pattern with
the slider. Utilize a low and
slow, steady retrieve allowing
the slider to kick seductively
side to side. This action is
dynamite when the bite slows
down.

Smaller Slowtail Swimbaits are
a go-to when targeting ultra
finicky Albies. The smaller
profile, natural swimming
action and imitative colors
produce exceptionally well on
a medium to medium-slow
surface retrieve. We suggest
working these soft baits along
the edges of bait schools,
imitating a disoriented
baitfish. Top colors are Bone
and Olive.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING ALBIES

Classic blitzing Albie surface
feeding on micro forage.

ALL PURPOSE
HOGY EPOXY JIGS®

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

ULTRA IMITATIVE
METALS

LOW AND SLOW
CHARTER SLIDERS

SLOW PERIMETER
SLOWTAIL

Getting picky Albies to commit
to biting when keyed in on
Micro-Forage.

THE SOLUTION

Super finicky Albies keyed in
on specific forage and long
range casting in the wind.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When micro-forage is
abundant, Albies can become
very finicky, ignoring
traditional baits.

THE SOLUTION

Surface feeding Albies have
spread out and show limited
surface activity.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When surface Albie feeds die
down due to boat traffic, tide
changes or lack of forage, it
can be tricky to stay on top of
feeding schools of Albies. This
is the best time to deploy a low
and slow retrieve.

THE SOLUTION

Surface feeding Albies have
spread out and show limited
surface activity.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Aggressive Albie feeds have
slowed down due to a variety
of factors. Fish are in the area,
but not feeding aggressively.
Utilizing a the Slowtail
Swimbait is a great way to
work the edges of bait schools.

THE SOLUTION

Imitator Metals Charter Grade Sliders Hogy SoftbaitsHogy Epoxy Jig®


